Toward a higher accuracy in orthognathic surgery by using intraoperative computer navigation, 3D surgical guides, and/or customized osteosynthesis plates: A systematic review.
The aim of this study was to systematically review the accuracy of intraoperative computer navigation, three-dimensional surgical guides and customized osteosynthesis plates for the transfer of the virtual surgical plan to the patient in orthognathic surgery. A systematic review of the currently available publications was performed in databases MEDLINE, Embase, and Cochrane Library, using a PICOS search strategy, and reported according to PRISMA. The initial search yielded 3050 articles. In total, 16 studies were included for final quantitative analyses. The results of individual studies demonstrated a comparable accuracy in the transfer of planned surgical displacement of the jaws. A large variability was found with regard to the method of accuracy assessment and reported outcomes. The findings of this review show that these modern techniques have the potential to replace interocclusal splints in routine clinical practice in the future. We recommend that authors presenting new data on the accuracy of a technique should choose the method of accuracy assessment meticulously, acquiring postoperative imaging as soon as possible after surgery. They should report as much as possible, summarizing values or, ideally, even the raw data of the accuracy assessment in order to allow comparison with other techniques in a meta-analysis.